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Brief Introduction to RL

3. correct its action

1. hear “down” and sit down

2. receive food or not



Brief Introduction to RL

3. correct its action

1. touch the screen

2. the game ends or not

Flappy Bird



Brief Introduction to RL
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Brief Introduction to RL
The basic elements in RL
l  environment（env）
l  agent
l  reward
l  action
l  policy
l  observation

The process of RL
while true:
  1)  the agent collects data by interacting with env
  2)  the agent corrects its policy according to the collected data



Brief Introduction to RL
1.Three interfaces of the environment are necessary.
l observation = env.reset()
l observation = env.step(action)
l terminal = env.terminal()

2.Design the reward and observation.

3.Choose the RL algorithm:
l DQN, SAC and PPO, etc.



Brief Introduction to RL

Simple training process:



The Problem Space and Challenges

Racing Master is a racing game developed by NetEase Games, 
emphasizing a realistic driving experience.



The Problem Space and Challenges
Racing car and 
track diversity Curve drift

Tracks in different styles 
in Racing Master

Hundreds of racing cars in 
Racing Master



The Problem Space and Challenges
Challenges for testing:
1. High-level players can tell the real handling differences between racing cars and the drift 

areas, as well as the necessity for designed curves.
2. The growing diversity of racing cars and tracks remarkably increases the testing 

workload.

Massive manual testing



The Problem Space and Challenges

It’s time to try reinforcement learning!



The Problem Space and Challenges
The characteristics of the system
1. For verifying racing car diversity, the system can achieve a super-human 

performance of 50 cars for each track in less than an hour.
2. For testing each curve’s drift areas, the system presents them along with 

their necessity.



The Solution and Results
l The Architecture of RL
l State Representation and Reward Engineering
l Details and Tips for Training and Modeling
l Results



The Architecture of RL in Racing Master
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State Representation of Cars and Tracks

l Difficulties
l Complete vehicle attributes
l Complex road information



State Representation of Cars and Tracks

l Solutions:
l Complete vehicle attributes to distinguish vehicle differences
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State Representation of Cars and Tracks

l Solutions:
l Dynamic driving information of the vehicle
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State Representation of Cars and Tracks

l Solutions:
l Environmental perception information

Sensor 
features

Track features
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Reward Engineering and Action Mask

l Difficulties
l High-level, collision-free and as fast as possible
l Anthropomorphic, such as cutting the corner



Reward Engineering and Action Mask

l Solutions:

a small negative 
constant every step

— the longer the 
trajectory, the smaller 
the total reward

� = � ∗ ���������� + � ∗ ������ + � ∗ �������� ������ + ����� + ���������



Reward Engineering and Action Mask

l Difficulties:
l Anthropomorphic handling

Anthropomorphic handling: 
1.Each action keeps 100ms at least
2.The switch interval between the LEFT action and the 
RIGHT action cannot be less than 500ms
3.The switch interval between throttle and hand brake 
cannot be less than 500ms



Reward Engineering and Action Mask

l Solutions
l Action mask

Given the action tick is 100ms and the last step is LEFT, then the RIGHT action is 
not available at the current step.



Details and Tips for Training and Modeling

l Difficulties
l The model should converge fast.
l The training algorithm and framework should be efficient.



Details and Tips for Training and Modeling

l Solutions:
l Independent value estimation network.
l Action mask also helps.

Original observation

Hidden layer1

Hidden layer2

Hidden layer3 Action mask

Hidden layer1

Hidden layer2

Hidden layer3

Dot

Softmax

value network

policy network

The action mask tells 
the available actions 
at current step



Details and Tips for Training and Modeling

l Solutions
l Asynchronous Proximal Policy Optimization (APPO)

Rollout Workers

Replay Buffer

Learner

Trainer

asynchronous sampling

asynchronous broadcasting

Sampled batches



Details and Tips for Training and Modeling

l Tips for accelerating training
l Dynamic terminal reward;

�������� =  1 �� �ℎ� ������� ���� < ���� �, � 
0 �� �ℎ� ������� ���� ≥ ���� �, � 

���� is a global variable, which saves the 
running time thresholds of all cars and tracks.
���� �, �  denotes the current running time 
threshold of the i-th car in the j-th track.

reduce the 
���� �, � 

no changes

no

yes

if the arrival time 
< ���� �, � 



Details and Tips for Training and Modeling

l Tips for accelerating training
l Dynamic action mask;

����� is a global variable, which 
saves the limits of the numbers of 
braking times of all tracks.
����� �,  �  denotes the current limit 
of the number of braking times of the 
i-th curve in the j-th track.

reduce the
����� �, � 

no changes

no

yes

if number of braking< 
����� �, � 



The Outputs of the AI System

Training Curve. The X-axis denotes the training time. The Y-axis represents the 
ratio of cars that have finished the progress.



The Outputs of the AI System
1. The optimal racing trace
l The designers can figure out any car’s trajectory which they want 

to inspect.



Optimal 
path



The Outputs of the AI System
1. The optimal racing trace
l The dynamic running details can also be animated.





The Outputs of the AI System
2. The best time report for all cars



Car id

Track id



The Outputs of the AI System
3. Each curve’s drift areas and their necessity



AI’s drift 
area

drift area 
designed by 
developer



Analysis for the Cars and the Curves

The better equipped cars perform better on all tracks, such 
as 1097, 1006 and 1024.

Maximum 
power

Maximum 
torque

Speed
Limit

1097 1160 1249.74 370

1006 520.0 565.47 288
1024 181 187.7 233

A

B

C



Analysis for the Cars and the Curves



Analysis for the Cars and the Curves

Sometimes passing through the corner is easy with only one handbrake needed, 
because the width of these U turns are set too wide or the straight acceleration 
track ahead is too short. 



Analysis for the Cars and the Curves

The curve may be unnecessary, or the shape of the curve may be sharper.  



The Secondary Product 

The AI’s trajectories help the players 
to run faster. The green arrows 
represent the normal acceleration 
area, and the yellow arrows 
represent the handbrake area.

Player in San Francisco

l Help the players to experience the game



The Secondary Product 

The air wall was in the middle of 
route_5 and prevented all traffic from 
passing.

The 1024 car failed to arrive on 
time because the max speed was 
set small.

l Help the developers to debug



Due to obstacles 
around the curve did 
not come into effect 
in the Guangzhou 
track, the car could 
go straight through 
the house.

l Help the developers to debug

The Secondary Product 



Takeaways

l Anybody can try RL: it’s not difficult.
l RL helps game design: not only racing games.
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